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Investing with InnovationTM 

At Ransom & Randolph (R&R), Investing with Innovation™ is more than just a slogan, 

it’s a way of life. 

 

Dedicated to advancing the investment casting industry, we take pride in providing 

foundries with extensive process knowledge, exceptional technical expertise and 

innovative product technology. By coupling our revolutionary product developments 

with our experienced staff, manufacturing and warehousing facilities, we successfully 

help you become a casting industry leader. 

 

Founded in 1872, R&R originally provided supplies, instruments and furniture for 

barbers, doctors and dentists. In the 1900s, R&R’s primary business focus changed as 

we developed many revolutionary products for dental, industrial, jewelry and ceramic 

shell investment casting applications. These products included investment for casting 

gold dental inlays; the first vacuum casting appliance; industrial solid mold 

investments for World War II production; the first high temperature, water-based 

investment for ferrous metals; Ultra-Vest® investment for jewelry casting; Primcote 

binder, the first ready-mixed, high performance primary binder; and Deluxcote 

concentrate, the first coat-reducing, fiber-based backup binder.  

 

In 1964, R&R was purchased by DENTSPLY International (NASDAQ: XRAY), an industry-

leading supplier of innovative dental products and technology, and began operating as 

a wholly owned subsidiary of DENTSPLY. At this time, we began distributing ceramic 

shell binders and refractories. 

 

Today, R&R’s core businesses are composed of: 

 Ceramic Shell Investment Casting 

 Industrial Mold Investment Casting 

 Jewelry Investment Casting 

 Dental Investment Casting 

 

R&R is the only supplier to the investment casting industry dedicated to these four 

core investment casting applications. 

 

R&R believes in promoting value through a solutions-based approach. We are strongly 

committed to partnering directly with you to identify your process hurdles, casting 

objectives and company goals. Our team consults with you to customize a precise 

solution tailored specifically to fit your foundry’s needs. We provide customers with 

innovative, high quality products and exceptional technical service and customer 

support. 
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Investing with InnovationTM 

R&R headquarters and primary manufacturing facility are located in Maumee, Ohio. 

High performance binder materials, industrial mold investments and jewelry 

investments are manufactured in the 54,000 square foot (5.000 square meter) facility. 

With an average of 21 years tenure, our manufacturing team helps to ensure excellent 

product quality for customers. 

 

In addition to our Maumee, Ohio manufacturing facility, we manufacture materials in 

these global locations: 

 Wurzen, Germany – Toll Mixes Binders 

 Taichung, Taiwan – Toll Mixes Binders  

 

R&R manufacturing facilities produce over 30 million pounds (14.000 metric tons) of 

liquid and powder products annually.  

 

R&R works with warehousing facilities and dealers strategically located around the 

world to best serve customers. We have the capability to ship materials from the 

following locations:  

 

Europe 

 Germany 

 United Kingdom 

 

United States 

 Cleveland, Ohio 

 Dallas, Texas 

 Denver, Colorado 

 Los Angeles, California 

 Maumee, Ohio 

 Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

 Minneapolis, Minnesota 

 Phoenix, Arizona 

 Portland, Oregon 

 Tulsa, Oklahoma 
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Investing with InnovationTM 

Fully Customized Solutions Tailored Specifically to Fit Your Needs 

At Ransom & Randolph, we are dedicated to advancing the investment casting industry 

and believe in providing foundries with extensive process knowledge, exceptional 

technical expertise and innovative product technology. By coupling our revolutionary 

product developments with our experienced staff, manufacturing and warehousing 

facilities, we successfully help you become a casting industry leader. 

 

We also recognize that every foundry is different and what performs exceptionally for 

one may not perform the same for another. That’s why our team is committed to 

partnering directly with you to identify your process hurdles, casting objectives and 

company goals. 

 

Foundry Consultation Process & Customized Materials Trial  

With this commitment at the forefront of our daily operations, we are pleased to 

consult with you to customize a precise solution tailored specifically to fit your 

foundry’s needs. Our team is dedicated to working with you hand-in-hand through 

every step of the process. 

 

Evaluation & Analysis 

The R&R team works closely with you to complete a pre-assessment process 

evaluation and situational analysis of your process concerns prior to making any 

material implementation or process change recommendations. This allows us to 

clearly understand problems, define goals and establish priorities to meet 

performance objectives for measuring success. 

 

Fact Gathering 

R&R works with your team, gathering facts to baseline current material properties and 

manufacturing practices to better understand the equipment, formulations and 

process steps used in your existing system. We take the time to determine what is 

happening as expected versus deviations from those standard expectations. This 

phase includes R&R laboratory testing to narrow down suspect process variables, 

assess material options and identify the best solution for your foundry. 

 

Proposal  

The R&R team evaluates the information gathered to tailor a proposal specifically for 

your facility; including a statement of problems, a list of goals and a clear action plan 

for the team to evaluate and implement. Depending on problems identified, trials may 

be conducted in the R&R laboratory or on-site in your facility. Once the proposal is 

reviewed and accepted, the action plan is finalized and we work hand-in-hand with you 

to establish the action plan’s implementation timeline. 
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Investing with InnovationTM 

Validation 

With mutual agreement on the solution proposal, R&R works on-site at your facility, 

building slurries or investments; dipping shells or casting flasks; reviewing casting 

results; and adapting process variables. The validation process is designed to make a 

quick impact at your facility for problem resolution; while minimizing overall disruption 

to your daily operations. 

 

Reporting 

Upon trial completion, R&R’s team will complete a thorough evaluation report that 

reviews the original objectives, an overview of the action plan, a summary of test 

results, data interpretation and suggested next steps. Where data indicates that 

performance or process improvements are possible, next steps might include robot 

scale-up, production implementation or on-site execution of R&R laboratory work. If 

data is inconclusive, next steps might suggest an amended action plan. 

 

Feedback 

R&R compiles your feedback on the tested solution and process to confirm success 

and determine how well the solution met your needs. 

 

Implementation 

After positive test evaluations, implementing the solution in a timely manner allows you 

to quickly reap the benefits of success. R&R diligently works with you to develop and 

implement a conversion plan, while offering extensive resources and valuable support 

along the way. 

 

Customer Success Stories 

Customers indicate that R&R’s consultation process and customized solutions provide 

them with: 

 

 

 

 

Schedule Your Consultation Today 

At R&R, Investing with Innovation™ is more than just a slogan, it’s a way of life. To 

schedule a consultation, contact your R&R Regional Manager or R&R’s technical team 

at 800.253.4502.  
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 Increased foundry productivity 

 Decreased shell material consumption 

 Faster slurry make-up 

 Improved slurry maintenance 

 Decreased spalling, scrap and rework 

 Cost reductions 



Investing with InnovationTM 

R&R is committed to supplying customers with high quality products; while providing 

superior customer service. 

 

With this dedication to quality leading our daily activities, we strictly adhere to the 

Manufacturing and Quality Procedure Manuals approved during the ISO certification 

process. We have been ISO Certified since 1994 with our current certification set to 

the ISO 9001:2008 standard. BSI Management Systems audits R&R processes twice 

annually to ensure compliance to the standard.  

 

In addition to the semi-annual audits performed by BSI, DENTSPLY’s quality team 

audits the R&R facility annually. These audits allow us to verify that current systems 

are operating appropriately, and, more importantly, they allow for continuous process 

improvement. 

 

As a part of this quality commitment, all of our manufactured products have tightly 

controlled specifications and are 100% tested to those specifications prior to shipping 

to customers. 

 

R&R is equally dedicated to the quality of its non-manufactured products. To ensure 

that we are providing customers with materials that continue to meet their needs, non-

manufactured products are also certified to specifications and subjected to periodic 

vendor and material audits. 

 

For a copy of our current BSI ISO Certificate of Registration, please visit us at: 

www.ransom-randolph.com and click on Quality Commitment. 

 

R&R Quality Policy 

Ransom & Randolph (R&R) is committed to complying with the requirements set forth 

in the ISO 9001 standard and to continually improve the effectiveness of the quality 

management system. R&R is committed to take all reasonable actions necessary to 

ensure that every product or service we supply meets or exceeds our customers’ 

requirements and expectations. We shall engage in a continuing effort to improve our 

products and services – involving everyone associated with the organization, including 

manufacturing, technical, administrative and marketing personnel, as well as our 

suppliers. 
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Investing with InnovationTM 

In an effort to ensure that our products will perform as expected in customers’ different 

environments, R&R’s headquarters include a research foundry for product 

development and process simulations that is appropriately equipped to cast ceramic 

shell, industrial mold and jewelry molds. 

 

The Ceramic Shell Foundry 

 Wax pattern set up 

 Wax cleaning 

 Propeller and rotating tanks up to 80 gallons (17,6 liter) in slurry capacity 

 Rainfall sander with 24 inch (9,45 cm) diameter capabilities 

 Fluidized beds with 19 inch (7,48 cm) diameter capabilities 

 Temperature and humidity control chamber 

 Steam autoclave dewax 

 Two burnout furnaces 

 Inductotherm 35 KW melter 

 Cutoff saw 

 Sand blaster 

 

The Jewelry & Industrial Mold Foundry 

 Wax pattern set up 

 Wax cleaning 

 Steam dewax chamber 

 Four burnout furnaces 

 J-Z Autocast pressure over vacuum casting machine 

 Centrifugal casting machine 

 Vacuum table casting machine 

 Glass bead blaster 

 Wax injector 

 Inductotherm 35 KW melter 

 Cutoff saw 

 Embedded thermal couple data logger 
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Investing with InnovationTM 

R&R maintains the largest, most advanced product application and development 

laboratory, research foundry and technical staff for benefit of the industry. With unique 

testing equipment, we are the only industry supplier able to look at shell strength and 

flexibility properties in real-time and at temperature. These resources are used to 

develop new products, analyze material performance and service customer needs. 
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Shell Strength Measurement 

 Modulus of Rupture (MOR) 

 Adjusted Fracture Load (AFL) 

 Stress-strain analysis 

 Deflection 

 Green strength 

 Hot strength (at 2192°F [1200°C]) 

 Post fired strength 

 

Shell Permeability 

 Hot permeability (up to 1832°F 

[1000°C]) 

 Green permeability (room temperature) 

Investment Strength Measurement 

 Green compressive strength 

 Post fired compressive strength 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investment Permeability 

 Gas permeameter 

 

Shell & Investment 

 Thermal Expansion Dilatometry 

 Thermal Analysis 

– Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

– Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 



Investing with InnovationTM 

Testing Laboratory 

 Exclusive R&R-developed tests 

– Shells Capacity to Resist Autoclave Pressure (SCRAP) 

– Spalling load measurement 

 

Particle Size Analysis 

 US sieves 

 Microtrac laser particle size analyzer 

 

Slurry Testing Laboratory 

In an effort to assist customers experiencing slurry problems, R&R’s complete slurry 

testing laboratory that can analyze all your slurry properties.  

 

 Binder solids 

 Refractory solids 

 Total solids 

 Binder pH 

 Gelation test 

 Slurry density 

 Binder specific gravity 

 Loss on Ignition (LOI) 

 Antifoam test 

 Wetting test 

 Bacteria test 

 

These test results are typically available for your review within 24 hours after we 

receive your slurry. 
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Investing with InnovationTM 

R&R's complete line of ceramic shell products includes: 

 High-performance systems 

– Precise solutions tailored specifically to fit your foundry’s needs. 

 Primary binders 

– Primary shell layers are critical to successful casting results as they provide the 

surface characteristics that will be visible on the casting. R&R produces 

colloidal silica based binders that provide excellent casting results and 

protection against common casting defects. 

 Backup binders 

– Backup shell layers create the bulk needed to successfully hold molten metal 

during casting. R&R produces colloidal silica based binders specifically 

designed to build bulk quickly through advanced drying or coat building 

characteristics. 

 Refractories 

– Flours and stuccos for building a slurry and ceramic shell. R&R offers alumino 

silicates, fused silica, tabular alumina and zircon to meet your specific needs. 

 Core materials 

– Pourable core materials offer alternatives to preformed cores. R&R’s core 

materials are specifically designed to be used with the ceramic shell casting 

process. 

 Shell consumables 

– An important part of the ceramic shell casting process. R&R offers pour cups, 

crucibles, filters and pattern cleaner. 

 Slurry additives 

– Beneficial additions to a slurry to maintain slurry life and performance. R&R 

offers antifoam, wetting agent, bactericide and drying indicator. 

 Equipment 

– R&R is pleased to represent Cleveland Tool and Machine (CTM) for wax 

injection equipment; as well as Pacific Kiln & Insulations Co., Inc. (PKI) for shell 

room, FlashFire dewax, burnout and preheat equipment. 

 

R&R is capable of customizing ceramic shell systems specifically tailored to meet the 

individual needs of customers. 
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At R&R, we are dedicated to supporting industrial lost wax block mold casting 

applications, metal casting plaster applications and glass casting applications as well. 

 

Lost Wax Block Mold/Solid Mold Investments for Non-Ferrous Castings 

 Developed by the R&R technical team to meet the unique needs of customers’ 

foundries for applications including military, aerospace and rapid prototype and art 

castings for brass, bronze and aluminum alloys. 

 Our R&D and application teams can develop tailor-made investments for low 

temperature alloys, high temperature alloys, plaster mold casting and ceramic mold 

casting meet your specific requirements. 

 

Metal Casting Plasters 

 Custom formulated metal casting plaster for aluminum prototypes, tooling, match 

plates, tire molds and shoe molds. 

 

Glass-Cast™ Investments (www.glass-cast.com) 

 A variety of mold materials for glass casting production facilities, studio artists and 

hobbyists offering the following advantages: 

– Unprecedented user flexibility 

– Wax and silicone pattern making 

– Quick delivery 

– On-line technical assistance 
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Jewelry Investments 

Our jewelry casting products have been developed by the R&R technical team to meet 

the unique needs of customers for casting gold, white gold, silver, brass and bronze; 

plastic and rapid prototype pattern materials; and stones set in wax. 

 

At R&R, we are committed to using premium grade raw materials to develop our 

jewelry products; ensuring the highest quality and consistency for our customers. With 

this priority in mind, we are proud to offer our customers a more durable jewelry 

product line which avoids costly mixing and firing mistakes that often occur with a 

lesser quality product. 

 

R&R jewelry products are specifically designed to offer customers a more user-friendly 

experience as they will still function precisely as intended even if a customer slightly 

mismeasures components. 

 

This line also includes injection wax and silicone rubber. 

 

Our jewelry technical team has an average of 20 years of experience in the jewelry 

casting industry, giving our customers an extensive support system for all their jewelry 

casting needs. 

 

Dental 

R&R's roots run deep in the dental industry. From the beginning, supplying instruments 

to dentists to developing revolutionary products such as gold dental inlays. R&R is 

pleased to offer a line of dental products including dental stones, plasters and 

investments. 
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Pourable Molding Rubber 

R&R offers a full range of silicone rubber, room temperature vulcanized (RTV2) 

materials, for model and mold making. RTV2 silicone rubber is ideal for use in mold 

making applications including: rapid prototyping, jewelry, glass art, art sculpture, and 

concrete molding. 

 

RTV2 silicone rubber is platinum-curing and composed of two components, base and 

catalyst, that mix together and vulcanize at room temperature. 

 

Why use RTV2 silicone rubber? 

 High dimensional stability over time 

 Easy to use 

 Most stable polymers available, offering superior reliability 

 Vulcanization time can be adjusted, allowing flexible application 

 Suited to polyurethane casting materials 

 Products are non-toxic 

 1:1 mixing ratio formulas provide easy mixing 

 10:1 mixing ratio formula for transparency 

 

RTV2 silicone rubbers provide: 

 Excellent durability over time 

 Excellent stability over time 

 Zero shrinkage 

 Mixing ease 

 Increased production speed 
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R&R’s uncompromising commitment to upgrading the technology and efficiency of 

investment casting foundries has benefited casters around the world. R&R employs a 

technical staff to support customers with a focus on constant improvement. R&R 

continues to see solutions and provide innovations which lead the precision 

investment casting industry into the future. 

 

Foundry Process Auditing 

R&R’s product and application staff performs process audits and assists customers in 

optimizing their production capabilities. 

 

Process Training 

R&R’s product and application staff regularly provides training and process assistance 

to customers. Hands-on, small group training is available on-site or at our product 

development laboratories and foundry. 

 

Product Application Assistance 

 Slurry Control Training – In order to get the best slurry or investment performance, 

it is important to maintain materials in a consistent manner. R&R’s product and 

application staff is available to provide on-site training to foundry personnel. 

 Slurry Control Testing – R&R supports customers by providing slurry control test 

data and advice on necessary adjustments, as requested by the individual foundry. 

 Investment Application Training – We also provide investment application training 

for our customers to help them optimize the process. 

 

Defect Analysis & Troubleshooting 

R&R’s product and application staff reviews castings to determine potential defect 

causes. Once reviewed, R&R works closely with the customer to improve casting 

results. 

 

Research & Development (R&D) 

R&R employs an R&D staff dedicated to developing products that improve 

performance and casting efficiency in the foundry. Products unique to R&R’s portfolio 

and those specifically tailored to the individual foundry application are born from the 

efforts of this team. 

 

Website User Tools – www.ransom-randolph.com 

R&R’s website provides customers with immediate access to slurry control worksheets, 

flask calculators, FAQs, technical papers and application instructions. 
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Scott Todd 

Global Sales Manager 

(800)253-4502 x41226  

Scott.Todd@dentsply.com 

 

Wendell Welsch 

Business Development Manager 

(330)301-4857 

Wendell.Welsch@dentsply.com 

 

Eric Chong 

Western Regional Sales Manager 

(213)332-2274  

Eric.Chong@dentsply.com 

 

Chris Matej 

Midwest Regional Sales Manager 

(224)254-8773 

Christopher.Matej@dentsply.com 

 

Jeff Jones 

Eastern Regional Sales Manager 

(203)500-1797 

Jeff.Jones@dentsply.com 

 

Deanna Lett-Davis 

Customer Service Representative 

(800)253-4502 x41274  

Deanna.Lett-Davis@dentsply.com 

 

Leslie Danks 

Customer Service Representative 

(800)253-4502 x41234  

Leslie.Danks@dentsply.com 

 

 

United States 

Mike Hendricks 

Business Unit Director  

(800)253-4502 x41223  

Mike.Hendricks@dentsply.com 

 

Casey Wolfe 

Technical Manager 

(800)253-4502 x41253 

Casey.Wolfe@dentsply.com 

 

Dave Berta 

Ceramic Shell Technical 

(800)253-4502 x41251 

Dave.Berta@dentsply.com 

 

Zach Feffer 

Ceramic Shell Technical 

(800)253-4502 x41254 

Zachary.Feffer@dentsply.com 

 

Mike Stover  

Industrial Mold/Jewelry Technical 

(800)253-4502 x41239 

Mike.Stover@dentsply.com 

 

Marti Hunyor 

Marketing Manager   

(800)253-4502 x41210  

Marti.Hunyor@dentsply.com 

 

Alisa Rawski 

Marketing Coordinator   

(800)253-4502 x41256  

Alisa.Rawski@dentsply.com 

 

European Agent 

HTM Tradeco Ltd. 

Phone: +44 208 44 34 323 (UK) 

Fax: +44 208 80 40 127 (UK) 

contact@htmtradeco.com 

Customer Service Support 

R&R takes great pride in providing customers with a pleasant procurement experience. R&R’s 

Maumee, Ohio based Customer Service team services North America and US export 

customers. Our UK-based agent, HTM Tradeco, Ltd., provides service for the European Union. 

From initial order placement through delivery, R&R’s Customer Service team takes 

responsibility for accurate and efficient processing of your material needs. As a result, R&R’s 

Customer Service team is unmatched in the industry.  
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3535 Briarfield Boulevard 

Maumee, OH  43537 

 

Toll Free Phone: (800)800-7496 

Phone: (419)865-9497 

 

Fax: (419)865-9997 

 

www.ransom-randolph.com 
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